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A
At
11.06. we
sstarted for our
larger
ssecond
activity
this
a
yyear. Plan was to
activate three
a
diﬀerent natured
rreserve in the
area
Altmühla
ttal.In may 2014
we made some
w
ccastle-activities
iin that area.
First stop at the
F
program
was
p
We l t e n b u r g e r
W
Enge in the town
E
of Kelheim. Lot
o
of people doo
iing sightseeing
here and the
h
way through the
w
sstones made by
rriver Donau always is heavy
w
view into Weltenburger Enge

frequented. So the only access with the car is directly
on top over Kelheim on a
hill. The nature-reserve has
a size of 560 ha and became
the status in 1970.
Just a few minutes after
0600 UTC we arrived at the
location were we found in
the early morning an almost
empty parking-area.
So at 0622 we made the
first contact with IZ1JKH
but conditions were not so
good. It took almost 15 minutes when the band was
opening a bit more. 20 me-
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ter was very bad in
tthe morning, only
15 % of the contacts
1
happened
h
there,
most of them in CW.
m
T
Total
operating
ttime: 95 minutes
with altogether 227
w
ccontacts.
H
Highest
number of
ccontacts made with
IItaly (52), followed
by Germany (39)
b
a
and Poland (23) with
nearly same score
n
F
France (22 conttacts).
W
We
reached altogether 32 DXCCg
ccountries from here.
C
Coming
closer to
0800 UTC the par0
king area was filling
k
rapidly and we decided to close down and step forward to the next destination. The weather was looking meanwhile also a bit
more unfriendly and seemed that rain will come very soon. So latest QSO was with DH4JU at 0757 UTC and we
left the area to continue in DLFF-0351.
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see you next time
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